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Senior! 
While you were in college, 
Westinghouse built 13 new plants, 
boosted sales $1 billion, 
got 2,000 new patents. 

Nice growing figures. But maybe the fig- Talk with our campus recruiter. We’re 

ures aren’t as important as the areas we’re looking for engineers to grow with us. Elec- 

growing in: trical, mechanical, chemical, industrial. 

Housing, mass transit, health care, edu- And finance/accounting people. 

cation, crime abatement, urban develop- If you can’t wait for the recruiter, write 

ment, pollution control, nuclear power, today to George Garvey, Westinghouse 

oceanography, computer-based informa- Education Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. 

tion systems. An equal opportunity employer. 

You can be sure...if it’s vesnphase ®) 
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Mr. Researcher. 
Your lab is your castle. But all too often it’s an im- oO: 

pregnable fortress of tangled wires. A place where apl 
otherwise sound experiments may be jeopardized by te 
marginal, makeshift electrical connections. AVAB 

That’s why you need us. AMERICAN PAMCOR, INC. 
. “ VALLEY FORGE, PENNSYLVANIA * A subsidiary of AMP Incorporated 

We have more than 30,000 crimp-type electrical/ 

electronic connection devices. Including connectors SS ey 
and terminals for coaxial cable, printed circuits, point- | American Pamcor, Inc., Box 1776, Paoli, Pa. 19301 
to-point wiring and input-output devices. We’ll help jy Name: 

you select the ones you need for quick, reliable setups, | Titles —W______ 
In physics, chemistry, electronics, biology ... or Complete Address: __ 

whatever. || —TSSSS—_ | 

Don’t take chances with jury-rigged connections. Fill IRE GF Projects Being Werked ef <——____~ 
out and send us the attached coupon. We'll find you. LK | 
Fast I Anticipated projects _ I 

. 0 Please h. API representative call. | 
tTrademark of American Pamcor, Inc. H see vee I 
“Trademark of AMP Incorporated C] Please send me 672-page Terminal and Connector rademark o} ncorporate: Handbook. 

| | 
UW



Isotropic steel 
fori d perf 

Isotropy is what the designer of this highly- together cumbersome wrought shapes, and he 
Stressed 335-pound tractor yoke had in mind could put metal precisely where he wanted it 
when he specified cast-steel. for load-carrying ability, to avoid possible areas 

Not taken in by the shopworn “‘fiber” or “flow of stress concentration ... And he could choose 
line’ argument, he knew that road-building the steel composition which would give him 
equipment is subjected to shock loads of high optimum strength/cost ratio. 
magnitude—in several different directions—so Want to know more about cast-steel? We're 
that he could not gamble with a construction offering individual students free subscriptions 
where toughness, impact and fatigue proper- to our publication “CASTEEL”’... Clubs and 
ties are not uniform in all directions. .  _@ other groups can obtain our sound film “En- 

Cast-steel also allowed the designer of \ gineering Flexibility." Write Steel Founders’ 
this tractor yoke plenty of engineering flexi- | Society of America, Westview Towers, 21010 
bility ... He didn’t have to worry about fitting ES Center Ridge Road. Rocky River,Ohio 44116. 

*/Isotropic: Equal properties in all directions, 

STEEL FOUNDERS’ SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

_-_ adi é | 
‘ Ce _ ~ / ee So || : 

Cast-Steel 
for Engineering Flexibility 
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Editori itorial 

With the retirement of the distinguished Dean Kurt Wendt, William Robert 

Marshall has aspired to the position of Dean of the University of Wisconsin 

School of Engineering. We, the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer, welcome Dean 

Marshall to the office, and proudly dedicate the first issue of the 1971-72 school 

year to him. 

Dean Marshall is no stranger to students, faculty and alumni of the School of 

Engineering. A member of the University staff since 1948, Dean Marshall has 

many friends. He knows what makes the school run, and he has ideas on how to 

improve it. He’s accustomed to spending a limited budget in the best way 

possible. Dean Marshall understands people and people-type problems, and his 

activities and attitudes reflect this strong interest. Equally important, he 

appreciates the vital role of the technological world in improving people’s 

position in life. 

A member of many engineering organizations, Dean Marshall stays abreast of 

the world of engineering. Many societies have conferred various honors upon him, 

including his election to the National Academy of Engineering (See ‘“‘Meet the 

Dean” article). 

Dean Marshall worked closely with the former Dean Kurt Wendt to improve 

old programs and innovate new ones for the school. Dean Wendt claimed that 

“Wisconsin is singularly fortunate in having Bob Marshall as the new Dean in the 

College of Engineering. Nationally renowned as a distinguished scientist and 
engineer, he is inquisitive, imaginative, analytical and logical.” The former dean 

also called his successor ‘‘a skillful administrator and a stimulating teacher.” 
Wendt also emphasized that ‘Above all, he is a true gentleman, always kind, 
sympathetic and courteous. Our college is in good hands.” 

Members of the faculty, student body and alumni of the College of 
Engineering share Dean Wendt’s sentiments for the new dean. 

In welcoming Dean Marshall to his new office, we extend our best wishes to 

him for a successful career as dean of the School of Engineering. His 
humanitarian approach to problem solving, tempered with good technological 
knowledge make him the kind of individual any college would be proud to have. 
The College of Engineering at the University of Wisconsin will continue to be a 
better place for its students, faculty and the people of Wisconsin and the world 

because of Dean Marshall’s service. 

ii 
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| the follow-through? 
The sure sign of a crack skeet shot is a sudden puff of clay 

q dust against the sky. But champions share another mark that’s 

almost as easy to spot. It’s follow through. 

Like the top-flight skeet shooter illustrated here, our tapered roller bearing 

and steel engineers get results because they follow through, too. 

How about you? Do you want a company that involves your interest and keeps you involved 

till the finish? That promotes from within? Are you up to the demands thrown 

our way by the automotive, construction, aerospace and chemical industries? 

Do you have your sight set on the future—on a company like ours that has 

a $221 million expansion and modernization program? 

Then write to our Manager of College Relations. And tell him you’d like to take 

a shot at it. The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. Timken* bearings 

are sold all over the world. Manufacturing in Australia, Brazil, 

Canada, England, France, South Africa and the U.S.A. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f). 

REGISTERED TRADEMARK 

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, SPECIALTY ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS. 
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Clay makes the longest lasting pipe in the world. water system bottle tight even under the most y y ig 
And all because of one important physical prop- extreme conditions, for the life of the system. 
erty: chemically speaking, it’s dead. We don't mind telling you that clay pipe costs a 

Clay has no stored energy so it’s virtually in- little more than other kinds. We don't mind be- 
destructible. Other substances tend to expend cause the cost of pipe is only a small fraction 
their stored energy until they're chemically at rest. of the cost of a wastewater system... and the 

And, as any material gives off energy, it breaks additional cost of clay pipe is so small that the BY. y Pip 
down chemically. aevrueiais effect on the total cost of the system is 

Since clay is already at rest, there’s prac- meron minimal. Yet that minimal extra gives you 

tically nothing that can corrode it or weaken Oe the only kind of system you can depend 
it. So you can find clay waste systems allover | a upon to be permanent. 

the country that have been going generation When you want to be sure, specify Dickey 
after generation without significant wear or . Clay pipe. Your waste disposal system will 
corrosion. oe e rest in peace. 

74 ret ¢ par cuarantee* oo And you can get a 100 year guarantee*on ss 

clay pipe from Dickey Clay while makers of oe ws ~—N 
other kinds of pipe never seem to guarantee ( IDicKEYW 
their product for any definite length of time: | SAC lay Manufacturing Company 
Best of all, Dickey has added to the natural . °°" " RAS CHVENTIRROUFTESEA (SUIS, MIRED LT? 
wonders of clay pipe with a patented ure- — Lehigh, lowa; San Antonio, Texas; Birmingham, Ala- 
thane joint. One that keeps the entire waste- “““cluas bama; Meridian, Mississippi; Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas 

"Dickey Clay will supply —free of charge — replacements for any clay pipe which has been damaged, destroyed or impaired in service for a period of 100 years from contract 
date, if damage has been caused by corrosion or other chemical decomposition from acids, alkalis, sewage or industrial wastes (except Hydrofluoric Acid) or damage by rots 
‘or other rodents whether pipe is used for industrial, residential or general drainage purposes. Damage from improper handling, placement or trench loading is not covered. 
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Fifty-five years ago in Calgary, Alberta, Canada 

by James Guenther the distinguished William Robert Marshall was 

born. He emigrated to the United States in 1925. 
Later, as an undergraduate he attended the Armor 

Chem E-4 Institute of Technology, now the Illinois Institute 
of Technology, and received his BS in Chemical 

Engineering in 1938. The University of Wisconsin 

was the site of his graduate work and where he 

received his PhD in Chemical Engineering in 1941. 

His first position was with the prestigious DePont 

Experiment Station. There he did basic engineering 

research in the areas of heat and mass transfer 

while at the same time acting as a consultant to 

various plants of the DuPont Company. 

In 1948 he left DuPont and came to the 
University of Wisconsin as an associate professor of 

Chemical Engineering. After five years of teaching 

he was named an Associate Dean of the College of 

Engineering and Associate Director of the 

Engineering Experiment Station. Then in 1966 he 

became Executive Director of the Engineering 

Experiment Station. 

He is continually keeping up with new trends in 

engineering education as can be seen by his 

membership. in the American Society of 

Engineering Education. In 1967 he was elected to 

the National Academy of Engineering, the highest 

professional distinction that can be conferred upon 

an American engineer. Later he was named 

chairman of the Commission on Education. He is 
also a past president of the Association of Midwest 

Universities and has served as the chairman of the 

Nuclear Engineering Education Committee since 

1967. 
An ardent supporter of professional societies, 

Dean Marshall has been a member of the ALChE 

since his University days. He became National 

President in 1963 and currently holds the 

membership grade of fellow. He received the 

William H. Walker award in 1953, the Professional 

progress Award in 1959, and he served as the 

chairman of the Continuing Education Committee 

from 1964 to 1968. 

OCTOBER, 1971 9



1953 was an important year for the University 

of Wisconsin. At that time Kurt F. Wendt became 
Dean of the College of Engineering and William R. sa ee a 
Marshall became an Associate Dean. Since then o) oo leh, 
they have worked together to build the engineering — 
campus to its present stature as one of the best in _ 4 
the country. In 1954 they planned and inaugurated 3 ne 
the Superior Student Program in the College of te 
Engineering, which was later taken up by the | <e Cy * 
University as a whole. Dean Marshall was actively Boi: 4A 2 
involved with Dean Wendt in the inception of the ’ ow be 
UW Monterrey Program. _—— =| 

ee 
Editor’s note: The comments that follow came . Me a 

from an interview with Dean Marshall by the (ed i 
author. 5 

There are always problems though: and the 
foremost of these today is the economic situation. , 7 
The budget from state funds for the College has 

remained essentially stationary the last few years. ‘ 
The Engineering Research Building has been the 

hardest hit because the additional funds necessary i 
for its operation were not appropriated after its y 
completion and occupancy. Many research projects | dad 
have been slowed or terminated because of a drop 

in federal grants, and even National Science 
Foundation Traineeships have been cut. Allof this we tive in a world of people. Once one becomes 
has led to two major changes according to the employed, the human relation aspect of his work can 
Dean. become equal to or greater than the technical.” 

In instruction, capital equipment expenditures 

aa | have been cut. This is not as bad as cutting faculty 
7 ” » : or their salaries, but it is hurting the college 

— f ‘ ] nonetheless. With research the effect has been to 
: > Ste | cause faculty to seek substantial additional outside 

4 SOs Py : funding by shifting their emphasis to research areas 

RE ly ag "tl 2 where funds are more plentiful. 
ogee ~— : - For those serious in continuing current 

<n Nes. - t programs, turning to newly established outside 
Tt a. a sources for funds is not always. satisfactory, 

| because the agencies which have these funds do not 
_ always have policies compatible with the education 

Y & and research goals of the universities. Also, an 

ever-present danger is the fact the funds received in 
wi : this fashion can usually be retracted at any time 

, and for this reason it is termed “soft money.” The 

. ; graduate students who are caught in this soft 

g money bind have been forced to depend on the 

limited resources of the College and University for 
ies their research support. Many of the research groups 

or on the campus have shifted their work to more 

P Ran, contemporary projects. Two excellent examples 

— gn. Cree are: the growing trend toward environmental 

hes A engineering and biomedical engineering research. 

" SR When asked what directions research would be 

Om Wx taking in the future, Dean Marshall replied that 

“The engineer of the past has not always been called on to “research will reflect the changes which WE: S&S 
place a value on his solutions, as far as aesthetic value, taking place in instruction.” He felt that it would be 
social acceptance, or social welfare is concerned — as he is a mistake to give up doing fairly basic research or 
called on today.” “engineering” engineering research. On the other 
10 WISCONSIN ENGINEER



hand he sees a challenge for engineers to turn from promotions. He said teaching, research and service 
purely technical kinds of research to are all significant and that none should carry all of 
technical-social research — problems such as urban _ the burden. Teaching is of course important, but a 
development, transportation and the environment teacher cannot remain competent without keeping 
where the main problems are intimately related to abreast of his field. Service is also important; such 
people. as membership on university committees; working 

When discussing instruction on the engineering with industry, state or federal agencies; or serving 
campus, Dean Marshall said that today’s graduate on national committees. With respect to 
should have the confidence and capability to solve publication, Dean Marshall feels it is the obligation 
problems. He must be taught, though, that there of faculty members to publish new discoveries and 
can be more than one answer to our problems. The worthwhile results of research but he disagrees 
word ‘‘value”’ is the key here. “The engineer of the with the motto “publish or perish.” Too much of 
past has not always been called on to place a value the literature today is written just for the sake of a 
on his solutions, as far as aesthetic value, social professor’s resume, so that quality and not the 
acceptance, or social welfare is concerned, as he is quantity of publications should be judged when 

called on today.” The modern engineer will have to considering faculty promotions. 

use value as a major criteria in judging the Membership in a professional society has made 
feasibility of solutions to his problems. Dean Marshall more conscious of his profession. He 

To follow these new trends in engineering feels to that professional societies are also important 
practice, the Dean feels that curriculum changes in developing an engineer’s ability of deal with 
are important. “They show a healthy desire to keep people. “We live in a world of people. Once one 
the courses current and the curriculum flexible and — becomes employed, the human relation aspect of 
up to date.” He added a note of caution, though, his work can become equal to or greater than the 
that the more flexibility you incorporate in the — technical.’ He continued saying that “very often 
curriculum the more responsibility the faculty has it’s not a technical matter which stops something 
to make sure the student uses good judgement in from getting done — it’s a human matter.” Thus 
choosing his program. underlining the importance of involvement in 

The next question asked of the Dean was what campus activities such as professional societies and 
the main criterion should be for faculty — professional fraternities. 

_ oop nse socssonene In the past 20 years many major changes have 

OE ee «= curred in the field of engineering. The next 
: Ee _ FF F question asked of the Dean was which changes 

én fo | / have been the most important. He answered that 
SS sl || the innovation which has had the biggest impact on 

ont Sy eo |) engineering is the computer. It has affected both 
- | | _ | the way engineering is taught and how it is 

ince, Ne 7 4 Social pressures as of late have also influenced we Sl " engineering practice, engineering research and 
= 4 | engineering instruction. Changes are necessarily 
— produced by forces, and now the changes in our 
. | senvironment are forcing us to change our attitudes. 

= | Man is creating quite an environmental sink for 

- | himself and yet he knows very little about the 
(| technology of our global environment. For 

4 . example, with the SST we had a great deal of 

: i_¢« knowledge about the plane, but almost nothing 
, was known about the atmosphere through which it 

. : would fly and what effect it would have on this 
4 Fon, atmosphere. “Many new challenges are beckoning 

i / Pragati. w the engineer of the next decade and it is up to us 
teed “Oy _@ = to tackle them with new outlooks, vision, and 

AS) GP Mey imagination.” 
i A <2 The final question discussed was related to Dean 

' ~# ya Ve@azeewe: Marshall’s personal interest. Golf is his favorite 
a ee participation sport. Football, and three 

a . grandchildren are his favorite spectator sports. 
| . Being a Canadian by birth, though, I’m sure you 

“Many: new. challenges: are beckoning the engineer of the oid find him watching the hockey team play on next decade and it is up to us to tackle them with new . 
outlooks, vision, and imagination.” weekends during the season. 
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Bar acles The "re Shrimp boats are a-comin’—out of a harbor at San 
n a y Juan del Sur, Nicaragua. And one of them is unlike any 

uninvited—and ex ensive other work vessel in the world. 

p - It has a new kind of experimental hull designed to 
So anew hull is being tested fend off barnacles and other drag-producing marine 

growth permanently. 

The Copper Development Association, sponsor of at Cou eep thema bod nes é . the project, estimates that the new hull material could 
. . 

ba And nickel’s hel in reduce fuel consumption by as much as 15 to 20 percent. 
a . . . . . . 

. And, by totally eliminating hull scraping and painting, 
m ake it h appen. could slash maintenance costs up to 80 percent. 

Most impressive of all, though, may be the savings 
that come through improved efficiency. At present, for 
example, a slowdown of even one knot because of bottom- 
fouling can cost a big tanker as much as $4,000 a month. 
And the loss of five profitable working days for a layover 
in drydock can mount up to $100,000 or more. 
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The new hull is a time-proven marine alloy of cop- The International Nickel Company, Inc., New York, 
per and nickel. It’s the copper, really, that’s anathema N.Y. The International Nickel Company of Canada, 
to the barnacles. The 10 percent of nickel is there to Limited, Toronto. International Nickel Limited, Lon- 
make the metal easier to weld and form, to give it the don, England. 
necessary strength, and to help protect it from pitting J Test boat with copper-nickel hull 
and corrosion. 1h. 

Just as our metal is a strong helper, one that im- : 
proves the performance of other metals,so International oe iN 

i isa ° Ny BE Nickel isa helper. e / hae 
We assist dozens of different industries all over the NN ~ LEN ‘ 

: an ‘ Teil 
orld in the use of metals. We offer technical informa- a ‘e awl on 

tion. And the benefit of our experience. Often, Inco met- a Lb a et Nes 6 
allurgists are actually able to anticipate alloys that will ow. np z ER 

3 . a meyers oY eR MARIN 
be needed in the future, and to set about creating them. ne COR a ae 

. ye . eno een one a. 
This kind of helpfulness, we figure, will encourage _ “ie ee ? 

our customers to keep coming back to us. : nae DO 

And that helps all around. INTERNATIONAL NICKEL HELPS 
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Staff Members (L to R): Prof. H. J. Schwebke (Advisor), Jim Guenther, 

Don Robinson, Carolyn Graff, Stan Crick, Dave Blumke, Steve Sanborn, 
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Ll / oast Upnilt: 
by Steve Sanborn 
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This bike was featured at the Wisconsin Engineering Expo in March 1971. It is equipped with a device that enables it to 
coast uphill. 

Impossible? Some may think so, but a few such good ten speed,” Otis explained, “The storage 
as Professor David Otis disagree. No, madness has system added 60 pounds to the bike, a weight that 
not touched the U.W. Mechanical Engineering no one wishes to peddle around.” 
Department. Instead the right combination of Professor Otis was aided with the development 
cleverness, intelligence and social consciousness has of this device by a recent U.W. Engineering 
been brought together to develop just such a graduate, Robert Schasse. Schasse helped Otis 
machine, one that will coast uphill. construct the device so that it could be 

Professor Otis has recently developed a bicycle demonstrated during the last Engineering 
equipped with a device that stores energy often Exposition on campus. 
lost in the form of heat when the brakes are used. “Though this device was developed for a 
This energy storage device collects energy when the bicycle,” Professor Otis noted that “Bikes are the bike is moving downhill or coming to a stop. Then least likely future applications. The potential for 
later, when going uphill the stored energy is this system is really in a stop and go vehicle such as 
re-used to help propel the cycle forward. Enough a delivery van, bus or small car driven about 
energy can be stored in the device to drive the town.” 
cycle 2/3 of a mile. “This bike will never beat a Ultimately Professor Otis hopes that his device 
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A close-up view of the energy storage device attached to the rear of a bicycle. 

| will recover 60% of the energy lost to heat. machinery that must be stopped and restarted or 
Presently it only retrieves 30%. This is still large centrifuges which require a large initial 
sufficient to enable the bike to climb a 50 ft. hill. amount of energy. 

“But the idea of the system is not to store large _— ‘ 
amounts of energy but to store small amounts to Description of the Bicycle System 
be used when you need peak power.” Otis goes on As shown in Fig. 1, a drive wheel running 
to say, “An automobile driving around town may — directly on the rear bicycle tire is connected to a 

have 200 hp under the hood and yet it takes about hydraulic motor. When the 4-way ‘‘spool valve”’ is 
15 hp to go 40 mph on the level. The rest of the positioned as shown, high pressure oil flows from 
horsepower is used only when passing and — the accumulator through the motor to the reservoir 
accelerating.” (as indicated by arrows), and power is being 

The diagram illustrates how the device delivered from the system to drive the bicycle. 
functions. The pictures and explanation of the If the spool valve handle is pushed full forward 
energy storing process were provided by Professor (the spool moves to the left), the motor now 
Otis. This is a prototype so there are no such operates as a pump drawing oil from the reservoir 
devices for sale yet. However, the components may and pumping it into the accumulator. This of 
be purchased at about $1500. Otis hopes to install course, takes work which is transported to the 
a similar device in an auto at an estimated cost of | pump from the bicycle tire via the drive wheel, and 
between $1000 and $2000. the system is now storing energy. As long as the 

“We are hopeful that this device can be built bicycle is moving forward, the motor always turns 
cheap enough so people will buy them. It may be — in the same direction whether operating as a pump 
that if the cost of gasoline and pollution control or as a motor. This means that oil always moves 
equipment goes up much more, then operating through the motor in the same direction, but the 
with a smaller engine might pay.” Otis also connection of the motor outlets to the accumula- 
speculated that other future applications for this tor and the reservoir can be reversed by action of 
energy storage device could include large industrial — the valve. 
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FIG.1 

With the valve in the neutral position, the values without throttling losses. Such units are 
accumulator oil line is sealed off by the valve so used in hydrostatic transmissions which are coming 
that the energy can be stored indefinitely. The into common use now-a-days even in small home 
motor parts and the reservoir are connected to garden tractors. 
each other so that the motor can freewheel with 
little drag. (Note: A spool valve is shown here only Professor Otis believes that this system of 
for illustration. A different type was actually used, compressing a gas is far more efficient than similar 
but it accomplishes the same function). devices for storing energy i.e. a compressed spring 

This system allows no real control over the or battery. Yet the cost of energy is not high 
motor torque except by throttling across the valve enough to cause the public to accept this device 
which amounts to throwing energy away. So, this even though the savings in gas for a small car using 
is never done, and the system is operated with the — this device may well pay for the cost of the system. 
valve in one of three positions: accelerating, “Sometimes energy is just so cheap you can throw 
neutral, or decelerating. Any future system that we it away but the whole price picture is changing,” 
would build would utilize a variable volume stated Otis. Perhaps the price of fuel may rise fast 
pump-motor so that with a single lever the torque enough to encourage automakers to install this 
can be carried continuously to plus and minus device that will let a car coast UPHILL. 
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Energy Source of the Future? 

Last June 17-23, while many of us were 
working summer jobs (well, at least looking for 

by Tom Abbott them), or attending summer school, a group of 
talented engineers, physicists, and mathematicians 

EE-4 converged on Madison for a conference sponsored 
by the International Atomic Energy Agency: 
Controlled Fusion. Scientists representing many 
nations, including European countries, Japan, and 
most notably Russia, came to share their ideas 
and theories on work they’re doing in plasma 
physics. Now, your first question might be so 
what? How can plasma physics possibly affect my 
future, and the future well-being of man? Research 
in this area suggests that plasmas may be a source 
of limitless energy for man’s future energy 

demands. 
In order to discuss how a Plasma provides 

energy, we first must go back to early work in 
nuclear physics, and see what kind of matter 
plasma is. A plasma is a high-temperature gas with 
equal densities of positively and negatively charged 
particles. This hot gas is first created by a fusion 
reaction, or, when two “light” nuclei, such as 
heavy isotopes of hydrogen join together to form 
heavier nuclei, giving off a large amount of energy. 
This energy in turn can be used to run a 
steam generator plant. Examples of fusion 
reactions are the sun and the hydrogen bomb. But 
the sun and the hydrogen bomb are examples of 
uncontrolled fusion, and the bulk of current work 
in this area is aimed at achieving controlled fusion. 

The problem on earth is that it is impractical to 
use any material to contain the plasma, since its 
temperature is about 100 million degrees Delsius. 
But because the particles are charged, magnetic and 
electric force fields can essentially “bottle” the 
plasma in a near vacuum, allowing the gas to touch 
nothing, and keeping the density of particles high 
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Diagram of Russian Fusion Reactor TOKAMAK 

enough to maintain the reaction. Another — electro-magnetic fields to the containing magnetic 
important feature of this electro-magnetic field. Also, to minimize the radiation and energy 

containment method is safety. Fusion in the losses that take place when the particles leak 
hydrogen bomb is uncontrolled, but scientists through the magentic “bottle”, the device housing 
think that fusion in the plasma state can be the vacuum and the magnetic fields must be large. 

controlled. Thus, it is hoped that some of the This combined with the requirement of large 
expensive safety equipment and procedures needed magnetic fields in a large vacuum necessitates the 
in current nuclear fission power plants can be consumption of large amounts of energy, which 

eliminated. means increased costs. Impurities in the plasma and 
As important as safety precautions, are the surrounding environment also have a very negative 

effects energy sources such as plasmas might have effect. Lae the; technical problems can: be 
upon the environment. (If pollution costs are are as: bie Ff -stable nonetic 

greater than energy profits, mankind in general  , (1) The problem. © StbIE magnetic 
does not benefit.) Plasmas look very promising in coy Ne es : < ve 
this area. The fuel consumed in the reaction is (2) Rapid initial heating ~ getting the plasma 
deuterium, a heavy isotope of hydrogen easily hot enowah to go into the fusion state. Gs oe 
separated from sea water, and its supply is nearly ussian scientists, who are very active in plasma 
infinite. The fusion reaction gives off no harmful research, have had much success with these limiting 

combustion products. Radioactive by-products of technological problems. _Their fusion reactor, 

fusion are less dangerous, and create fewer storage RT ee ete oe at 
problems than do current fission reaction ENERGY near Moscow achieved romisine 
by-products. Also, because of its extreme operating ssults. The densi aGHiGved! Wids apa | ade 
temperatures and the possibilities of direct results. The density aenieved was Particles 
conversion (see SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, Feb., per cubic centimeter, the operating temperature 

1971; “The Prospects of Fusion Power”), fusion Sieh PS ee ae Ce SU U ; oe 7 figure of 10°! seconds for confinement time. 
plants might operate at higher efficiences, reduciiig a . éeinsia Shortt; 
power costs and waste heat disposal (neighboring Although one-tenth of a second seems a short time, 

lakes and streams won’t be contaminated by hot @ lot of energy can be liberated during this time. 
water, as is now happening with fission plants). All _ three criteria, density, temperature, , and 
Finally, the by-products produced by this type of confinement time, must all meet nominal values 

reaction can not currently be directed towards use OF the fusion reaction to be useful. 
in atomic weapons, making this method of energy Current work in plasmas appears to be 
conversion advantageous to the control of the approaching this level of usefulness. Like many 
proliferation of nuclear weapons. research programs, money and time are the limiting 

With all these good points in mind, you would resources. If programs are expanded as much as 
expect plasma fusion plants to spring up around researchers suggest they should be, profitable 
the country tomorrow. But like most potentially results might be attained in ten years. If funds are 
“golden” energy sources, many technological limited, it might take fifty years. For the reader 
problems must be surmounted. Examples of these who would like to know more about the nature of 
problems in the plasma state are numerous, but the plasma state, and the work being done on this 
decreasing as research efforts continue. A major campus in plasmas, see Professors J.L. Shohet or 
problem is the instabilities that occur when large J.E. Scharer in the Electrical Engineering 

densities of currents in the plasma add their own department. 
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Can a 21-year-old graduate find happiness with a frisky 69-year-old? 

Can he find real joy with a company creativity? Does he wish to become If we interest you, let your resume 
posting over $600 million annual sales a member of a family of believers serve as a proper introduction. Write 
... With 80 plants, offices, and involved in helping solve problems now to Manager of Employment, 
elevators ...some in foreign lands? relative to the domestic and world or contact your placement office | 

. food supply? Is he readily attracted to arrange a campus interview. 
Can he find himself professionally to a company which radiates It might lead to a beautiful marriage. 
in an environment of unlimited growth — enthusiasm from activities related 
potential in the areas of production to refined oils, soy protein 

engineering, sales, merchandising, products, commodity trading and 
marketing and research? logistics systems? ADM 

Can he accept the challenge Can he enjoy living in areas where 
offered by a position requiring recreational and civic opportunities ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND COMPANY 
imagination, innovation, and abound? DECATUR, ILLINOIS 62525 
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Galvanized Steel Bridges 

save the taxpayers dollars— 
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This new 900 foot long bridge is the latest example of the trend to maintenance- 
free galvanized steel bridges. It is the Hauterive Bridge over the Manicougan 
River, 250 miles north of Quebec City, Canada. Because of its relatively 

remote location, designer Emile Laurence gave special consideration to the 

taxpayers maintenance dollar. He specified a zinc overcoat to protect the 

bridge against corrosion and also avoided possible damage from tall loads by 
eliminating any upper wind bracing. The designer placed the deck higher than 
usual—approximately 14 ft from the lower chord. This made it possible to use 

very deep bridging to insure stability. The composite deck also acts as wind 
bracing, supplementing the stiffness provided by the horizontal bracing at the 

lower chord, so that the whole acts as a tubular truss. Most of the steel was 

hot dip galvanized while other members were metallized with zinc. In bridges 

and guard rails, steel’s strength guards human life and zinc guards steel’s 
OE strength against corrosion. 

I: oJ 
MINERALS CORPORATION 250 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017, Tel. (212) 986-7474 
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AIChE 
During the month of October, AIChE is 

sponsoring a two day field trip to the Chicago area. 

The companies tentatively scheduled include: Corn 
Products Company, a large producer of starches 
and other corn derivatives; Republic Steel, a steel DR 
mill; and Atlantic Richfield, a petroleum company. oS IES DY 

The trip will start from Madison on Thursday FH oR ae ane 
morning, October 28, and return on Friday S 9 
evening, October 29. A business meeting, with a K 
panel of engineers from the local AIChE chapter, re ‘\) 
will be held on Wednesday, October 13. All G) © 
chemical engineering students are invited to attend bg 
any of the meetings. i Hh ee 

« — Ae 
» 

Tis iterate ofa eralent.ateroese 8 it Quess theyre strdd usording 
1e University of Wisconsin student chapter o ” 

ASCE has set two goals for itself this semester. on dhe budget f 
These goals will provide more contact between 
students, faculty, and professional engineers; also 
there will be more involvement by the younger 
members. 

S 
by L.R.Drops 

Engineering is like a hippopotamus, you get a I once had a classmate named Jessar 

lol of behind. whose knowledge grew lesser and lesser 
an Lo. RRR It at last grew so small 
FIV EN a Be ag DP gt ne ES a .



IEEE 

The 1971-72 school year presents quite a 

challenge to IEEE. After winning the first place 

award in the 1971 Engineering Exposition, plans 

are now being made tor the 1973 project. All 

members, including freshmen and sophomores will 
work on this project. a) - 

The first meeting of the year will be on My ee Hy 
Wednesday, October 13 at 7:00 p.m. in room 1227 g) iy : \ yi 
Engineering. The guest speaker will be Dr. Thomas gs “AK een a = WY 

R. Benedict, of the Cornell Aeronautical BS CY 1 S | () 
Laboratory, Inc. He is a graduate of the University rTM. ry. Cs B__. ye 
of Wisconsin Electrical Engineering Department 0 a 7) 
and will speak on “Analysis of a Large YR 
Computer/Radar System.” An overview of this s Ww Lv ‘ % ” 
year’s planned activities will also be given at that e a doesn? pollute! 39 
meeting. 

Cent ow ‘+ = 1% ed foo THETA TAU 
“ Po af (OFM Th le ee _ Theta Tau,a professional engineering fraternity, 

=. ~ oF « ' XQ will & lgokine rea ° on active monn of 
< SQ Dry Fie, - Gy October. Initiation of John Pederson an err 

SSIS, = & ro Gollnick will take place on October 16, the day of 
’ ti GY, ( Y We _ on our Founder’s Day celebration. Also on this day 

| ah i TT 2 oe — there will be an informal get together for all alumni 
a my o~ Rly uy) and friends of Theta Tau. 

ee e io The house is open for all interested engineering 
“wp * i students. Please come to visit at any time. 

Lz WU . 

= I" TRIANGLE 
This year as in the past few years, Triangle again 

sponsored the New Student Engineering Picnic. We 

had another good turn out again this year. The 

freshmen engineers learned more about their 

chosen majors by talking to the older students and 

the members of the faculty. We would like to 

thank those members of the faculty, including 
SY Dean Marshall and Dean Leidel, for taking time out 

~—SS to come meet these young men. They had many of 
=A S “ their questions cleared up and met some of the 

faculty at the same time. 

We will also be sponsoring the Parents’ Day 

Tours again this year. The tours will be held on 

Saturday, October 16, before the football game. 

\ These tours are to acquaint the parents of the 
AIR : engineering students with the Engineering Campus 

} Oe r ‘ a \ and what the different branches of engineering deal 
\ 4 § ORi —' ——_. with. Tell your parents early so they can keep this 
“w a y day open. We will be sending them a letter later 

. . aa this month to give them some more information. 
a ee aff | os This semester Triangle initiated four new 

) “7 members. They are: Kent Cori, Terry Krause, Jim 
YS a Owen and Fred Spelshaus. We cordially invite any 

s student engineer to stop by the house after the 

a“ football games for a little talk and refreshment. 
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S 
by I.R.Drops 

Engineering is like a hippopotamus, you gel a — J once had a classmate named Jessar 

| lol of behind. whose knowledge grew lesser and lesser 
ak ak ok ak ok 

oo, It at last grew so small 
The Engineer is a great publication, He new nathing at all 

ae  erta a i tent and now he’s an engineering professor 
2 gels alll > ok RR 

| And the staff gets all thé didn. Al time T equals zero there lived in a small 
Ho: “I suppose you dance?” cavity in a dielectric a poor struggling dipole by the 
Sioa wor pe Tome ie ces name of iddy Current. He was deeply in love with 
Gon "Cen that’s Bdller than dancing.” a beautiful double layer by the name of Anne lon, 

asi ene: the daughter of an influential force in the town, 

| “Did thal course in English help your boyfriend Cation. Anne was the center of attraction of the 

at all?” : young dipoles of the town. Her golden curls, her 
: “No ia sill ends meer exces with a symmetric line integrals, and her simple harmonic 

sroposition.”” ‘ a ~ motion affected the susceptibilities of all the gay 
propos . kh kd sparks. However her father, rich magnet and power | eck ok ke ok P | d iS l P 

A hug is energy gone to waist factor, had laid down a strict set of boundry 
| OT ee EK oo conditions for her future husband. Eddy’s first 

| Girls withoul principal draw interest. contact with her came at the hime: q equals A. As 
| We ak a ee he passed by a beauty parlor on his periodic orbit, 

| Sliderules don’t make mistakes, just slips. hie saw her having a standing lave induced ut her 
ow RR filaments. He made a fine sight in his beautiful 

| , cas . . . . doublet, it was a case of mutual polarization. 
Co-ed: “I’m going lo quit dating engineers. B a woimeidence the — disepats 

They always leave blueprints on my neck.” function “le. follows ws aoa o Aft ; issipavion 
Roommate: “Yes, but those lawyers are always ~~. : OWING Be er a few 

ceiLasting. Your iil” : : oscillations to the strains of a number N by Mo 
al ee Mentum and His Incandescent Tuning Forks, the 

, He who laughs last has found a double meaning couple diffused into the field outside. There on the 
thai The ve cone missed. Wheatstone bridge the young dipole felt that his 

Hee ec ees Ts exis big moment had come. “Gauss, Anne, you are 
Onve on adark and soem night, 0 brishi wes acute angle! I am determined that U shall marry 
at aa a ° me for I sphere I will never be happy without 

riding through the snow and bitter cold when he won” ; 
saw an inn ahead. He struggled up to the door, - : > oe 
followed by his St. Bernard, and asked the Sintenale el Rihore obtuse,” said Anne. 

inn-keeper for a room. The landlord said there Le8 7 Ou ee Wf tS acacg - apne din aaa arn ‘Anne, are you trying to damp my oscillations? 
were no rooms left, but the knight insisted on a Can't you see | : store oF hysteresis owe 
room. He still was unable to get accommodations. a oe MBO GENE ME Ps SORES OF UL YSESIC OI: OUEP 
So the knight said he guessed he'd have to climb vous 
back on his St. Bernard and ride on to the next Eddy did not allow her reluctance to phase him, 

inn. The landlord said, “Did you ride up here on for he knew it was only a surface charge. “I admit I 
thal dog?” / only get paid a low calorie in my present position, 

“Of course,” said the knight. bul I have potentialities, and | am sure that money 

“Then FU find you a room. 1 wouldn't send a cannot BT U of any importance compared to my 
knight oul ona dog like this. love.” 

chook ak ok ok 

| She: “Where’s your chivalry?” (Had enough? Wait till next month for the 
Sr. M.E.: “1 traded it in on this Ford.” exciting conclusion.) 
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Everybody’s 
ads try and tell you their you ever get into the headphone 

thing. 
hundred 

dollar stereo sounds like a million 
What you can’t see is nice, too. 40 watts 

bucks. 
of peak music power. BSR automatic 

Don’t you believe 
a word you read. turntable. 

Diamond 
needle. 

But best of all, 

There’s 
only one way to tell how any two 4” full-range 

air suspension 
speakers 

stereo sounds. 
Go listen to it. Ifitsoundslike 

that really pour out the sound. 
amillion, 

your ear will tell you. That’s the Sylvania 
MM12WX. 

Take our hundred 
dollar stereo, for But how do you know all this isn’t just a 

example. 
lot of words? You don't. Until you go and 

Looks nice in the picture, 
right? Nice hear it. 

walnut grain feeling. 
Plenty of controls. 

Once you hear it, you'll believe it. 

Separate 
ones for bass, treble, stereo 

balance, 
and loudness. 

Headphone 
jack if i SYLVANIA 

*Manufacturer’s 

suggested 
retail price, Model MM12WxX, 

$99.95.



| HOW CAN A FOUR-INCH CERAMIC CYLINDER 
HELP PREVENT A MUGGING? 

By itself, there’s no way the . crime rate went down for the 
cylinder we’re talking about first time in years. Down 32%. 
could prevent a mugging. Or And we expect to hear similar 

| Ela aes Un cimreld later figures from the more than 90 
But if you build a light bulb other cities now using Lucalox. 

around it, it can. And has. It’s a clear example of how 
A few years back, General a technological innovation can 

Electric engineers built a light help solve a social problem. A 
bulb with a ceramic filament lot of times, the effect of tech- 
called the Lucalox® lamp. Then nology onsociety is rather direct. 
Tawa LU aeMSUccelUtH ale aac Cetag That’s why, at General Elec- 

| to use it. tric, we judge innovations more 
: Purely as a feat of engineer- by the impact they’ll have on 
| ing, that was pretty good. Be- people’s lives than by their sheer « 
| cause it’s the most efficient technical wizardry. 
| source of white light ever in- Maybe that’s a standard you 

vented. It gives off twice the light should apply to the work you'll 
| of the best mercury system... be doing. Whether or not you 
| without any extra electricity. ever work at General Electric. 
| But, engineering aside, it’s Because, as our engineers 
| even better. When Lucalox went will tell you, it’s not so much 
| up in four of the highest crime what you do that counts. It’s 

areas of Washington, D.C., the what it means. 
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